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Debt collectors get nasty

COMPLAINTS OF DEBT-COLLECTOR HARASSMENT ARE ON THE RISE
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By Blake Hlis, staff reporter July 9, 2010: 10:26AM ET

NEW YORK (CNNMoney.corn) — Debt collectors are getting desperate and Hpt List
dirty.
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The 50 smartest pe op le in te ch

Harassing phone calls, abusive language and physical violence are What constitutes tech savvy today? An alchemy of

becoming a bigger part of business as debt collectors struggle to round up intellect, ambition, and that uncanny abilityto peer

money from people who don't have it. around corners.

More

"The American consumer is really
Build credit at a young age

0 Submit hurting and collectors are having to
to digg Starting young to build a solid credit history makes it

fight harder to get money," said easier to buy a home or car in the future.

mim Robert Andrews, a senior analyst Play

specializing in the debt industry at

research firm IBISWorld.
g Email Ds Pr int Q Comment ASmart car in any color you want

Smart USAoffers to paint its cars in anycolor or
Complaints of harassment by debt

pattern customers choose ... even plaid.
collectors surged 50% to 67,550 in

More
2009, according to the Federal Trade Commission. And they are on track

to jump 13% this year, based on the number of FTC complaints filed in the

first six months.

The No. 1 complaint is repeated calls, and it is not uncommon for collectors JOb S e a r Ch s ee 190,349newjobsaddedtoday

to bombard consumers with back-to-back calls for days, weeks, months

and even years. ob title or company location

• Accounting jobs • Engineering jobs • Finance jobs

When debt collectors finally get someone on the other end of the phone, • Management jobs • Marketing jobs • Sales jobs

they are more likely to use nastier language. Complaints of debt collectors jobs by
See all jobs simply hired'

using obscene or abusive language spiked 35% last year.

A55-year old New York woman, who asked to remain anonymous, said a

collection agent called her home repeatedly, personally attacking her and Original Shows
her husband. When she refused to answer the phone, the collector called

Help Desk
her estranged sister, an ex-boyfriend and her husband's ex-wife's mother.

Build credit at a young age Starting young to build a

solid credit history makes it easier to buy a home or car
"This guy was out of his mind and he kept calling and calling, telling me in the future.
'you better talk to me, you deadbeat,'" she said. "He was very threatening Play

and the whole thing was just really unsettling — it made you wonder who

was going to show up at your door." CNNMoney Reports 4kak'
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See an oil rig in action Senior writer Steve Hargreaves

She had reason to worry, since complaints of debt collectors threatening tours an offshore drill rig operating in shallow water off

Louisiana's coast.
or actually using — violence more than doubled last year, to 2,517.

Play

Keary Floyd, an attorney who represents consumers at Floyd Legal in Brainstorm Green
Atlanta, said that while most of his debt collection cases involve excessive Battling the Asian Carp invasion The U.S. Army Corp

phone calls, one of his recent clients recorded a disturbing phone of Engineers is using electric currents to keep Asian

conversation where a debt collector threatened that he or someone else Carp out of the Chicago River.

would come to the client's house to get the money in any way that he Play

could.
All CNNMoneycom Original Shows

"I heard it, and if any phone call was going to worry someone, it would be

that one," said Floyd.

Markets
Other aggressive tactics that are becoming more common are debt

collectors calling before 8 a.m. or after 9 p.m., demanding more money

than what is owed, revealing a consumer's debt to a third party or US Indexes Market Movers

threatening "dire consequences" like prosecution, jail time, property seizure
Markets Last Change % Change

or job loss.
Dow 10,151.41 ~ 12.42 L 0.12%

These practices are not just inappropriate, but they are illegal under the Nasdaq 2,183.67 ~ 8.27 ~ 0.38%

FTC's Fair Debt Collection Practices Act, which has been around since
SIP 500 1,073.36 L 3.11 ~ 0.29%

1977.
Treas urys 3.05 a 0.03 i 1.06%

How healthy are your finances? U.S. Dollar 1.26 T -0.00 v -0.11%

Data as of 1:59pm ET
An industry representative said the increase in complaints of harassment

should not only be attributed to desperate and aggressive collecting symbol Sponsored by PERSONAE SAVINGS
tron Aottfotrn E xtrretrt

agents, but to more consumers trying to cash in on lawsuits.

"Certainly if debt collectors are being more aggressive, they shouldn't be,

but it's not fair to characterize the actions of debt collectors as the only
Sponsors

reason why there is an increase in complaints — they' re not fully to blame,"

said Mark Schiffman, a spokesman for The Association of Credit and
PERSONAL SAVINGS CDs and Hi h Yield

Collection Professionals. "' from American Express Savin s Accounts
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"There's a growing industry of consumer attorneys and savvy consumers Hvunpqt
All-new 201 1 Sonata
3 5 MPG Under 2 0 k

who have learned that they can sue a debt collector fairly easily and collect

very easily," he added.
• •
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70+ locations nationwide

Consumers are able to take a collector to state or federal court for

harassment, according to the FTC. If the debtor wins the case, the collector O en a savin s account
with Ca ital One

is required to pay for any damages caused by the harassment, such as

lost income and medical bills.

Even if debtors can't prove monetary damages but are able to prove

harassment, they can receive up to $1,000 and are reimbursed for the TRY 2 FREE PREVIEW ISSUES!

court and attorney fees. • , I%TUNE Full Name
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top 5. More from exploding by turning ability to peer around comers. staunch the flood ofnew1099 tactics, including harassing
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